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                                                                              SUMMER-2018 EXAMINATION 
   Subject Name:  Advance Automobile Engine                                     Model Answer                    Subject Code:    

Important Instructions to examiners: 
1) The answers should be examined by key words and not as word-to-word as given in the model answer 

scheme. 
2) The model answer and the answer written by candidate may vary but the examiner may try to assess the 

understanding level of the candidate. 
3) The language errors such as grammatical, spelling errors should not be given more Importance (Not 

applicable for subject English and Communication Skills. 
4) While assessing figures, examiner may give credit for principal components indicated in the figure. The 

figures drawn by candidate and model answer may vary. The examiner may give credit for any equivalent 
figure drawn. 

5) Credits may be given step wise for numerical problems. In some cases, the assumed constant values 
may vary and there may be some difference in the candidate’s answers and model answer. 

6) In case of some questions credit may be given by judgement on part of examiner of relevant answer 
based on candidate’s understanding. 

7) For programming language papers, credit may be given to any other program based on equivalent 
concept. 

 

Q. 
No. 

Sub 
Q. 
N. 

Answer Marking 
Scheme 

1 A)   Attempt any THREE:   12 
 a) Define: i) Detonation ii) Pre-ignition. 4 

  Answer:  
i) Detonation: - Detonation is auto-ignition of last part of homogeneous charge occurring 
near the end of combustion, before the flame front reaches it. In auto- ignition, the burning is 
almost instantaneous which results in extremely rapid release of energy causing pressure of 
the end gas to rise almost 3 to 4 times , from about 50 bar to 150 -200 bar. This large pressure 
differential gives rise to a severe pressure wave which strikes the cylinder wall and sets it 
vibrating, giving rise to a characteristic high pitched metallic ringing sound as if stroke struck 
by light hammer. 
 
ii) Pre-ignition:- Pre-ignition is the ignition of the homogeneous mixture in the cylinder, 
before the timed ignition spark occurs, caused by the local overheating of the combustible 
mixture. Pre ignition is initiated by some overheated projecting part such as the sparking plug 
electrodes, exhaust valve head, metal corners in the combustion chamber, carbon deposits etc. 

 

2 

 

 

 

2 

 b) List two drawbacks of carbureted SI engine during fuel distribution and drivability. 4 
  Answer: (any two from each) 

Fuel distribution : Drawbacks 
1. Mal-distribution of charge. 
2. Inaccurate metering of charge. 
3. Fuel atomization depends upon velocity of air in the venture. 

 
 

 
 
2 
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Drivability: Drawbacks 

1) Variation in air: fuel ratio. 
2) Does not meet emission norms. 
3) No temperature compensation. 
4) No compensation of Exhaust gas recirculation. 
5) Backfiring may take place. 

 
2 

 c) Differentiate air fuel ratio between carburetted engine and electronic fuel injection engines 
control system. 4 

  Answer:- (Any 4 points- 1 marks for each point) 
Sr. 
No. 

Carburetted engine Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI) engine 

1 Fuel atomization depends upon 
velocity of air in the venturi. 

Atomization of fuel is independent of 
cranking speed therefore cranking is easier. 

2 Less atomization and vaporization will 
make the engine more knock prone. 

Better atomization and vaporization will 
make the engine less knock prone. 

3 Amount of fuel added is done by float 
chamber, needle valve and venturi 
pressure. 

Amount of fuel added can be adjusted by 
changing the injector plus width or by 
increasing fuel pressure 

4 Amount of air entering is depends on 
opening and closing  of throttle valve   

Amount of air entering is measured by Mass 
Air Flow sensor and controlled by ECU.  

5 Wall wetting effect occurs in 
carbureted engine. 

Equal quantity of fuel is supplied to port for 
each cylinder 

 

     4 

 d) Write the values of boiling temperature for cetane(diesel).iso-octane(petrol), Butane, 
Propane an methane fuel and write effect of it on its system. 4 

  Answer:  
 

Sr. 
No. 

Type of fuel Boiling temperature Effects on system 

1 Cetane(diesel) 180 - 360 0C System requires More Combustion 
pressure and temperature to burn. 

2 Isooctane(petrol) 95 - 99.2 0C System Require less temperature and 
pressure to burn 

3 Butane -1 to 1 0C In the form of Liquefied petroleum 
gas. 

4 Propane -42.25 to 42.04 0C 1. System requires more or less 
oxygen for  complete combustion. 

2. No Need of carburetor or other 
vaporizing device is require to 
vaporize.  

5 Methane  -161.50  0C In the form of Compressed natural 
gas.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
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 B) Attempt any ONE: 6 
 a) Draw neat sketch to show TBI system of SI engine and name its parts. 6 
  Answer:(Sketch 4 marks, labeling 2 marks, credit should be given to equivalent figure) 

 

 
Fig. Throttle  Body Injection System(TBI) 

6 

 b) Draw block diagram for CRDI engines and name the parts. 6 
  Answer:  (Block diagram:- 4 marks, Parts name:-2 marks) 

Block diagram CRDI engine 
 

 

        6 
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OR 

 
2  Attempt any FOUR: 16 
 a) List down the effect of detonation on S I engine. 4 
  Answer:  (Any 4 - 1 mark each) 

1. Noise and roughness: Mild knock is seldom audible and is not harmful. When intensity of 
knock increases a loud pulsating noise is produced due to development of a pressure wave. 
The presence of vibratory motion causes crankshaft vibrations and engines rough. 

2. Mechanical damage: Due to rapid pressure waves, rate of wear is increased and piston head, 
cylinder head and valves may be pitted. 

3. Carbon deposits: Detonation results in increased carbon deposits. 
4. Increase in heat transfer: Temperature in detonating engine is higher as compared to non-

detonating engine and hence scoring away the protecting layer of inactive stagnant gas. So 
detonation increases the rate of heat transfer to combustion chamber walls. 

5. Decrease in power output and efficiency: Due to increase in the rate of heat transfer the 
power output is decreased. 

6. Pre ignition: Detonation results in over heating of the sparking plug and combustion chamber 
wall and this overheating leads to ignite the charge before the passage of spark 

 
4 

 b) Why pressure regulator is required in fuel supply system of EFI system engine? 4 
  Answer:  

1. In low pressure common rail systems (EFI) that do not require high capacity fuel flow where 
the fuel injector is mounted on a intake manifold port runner on engine displacing less than 
2.0 liters. Fuel pressure require less than 30 psi at maximum duty (cycle) fuel flow per 
injector cycle to maintain this requirements pressure regulator is used. 

2. Pressure regulator is used to relieve pressure if abnormally high system pressure is generated 
inside the EFI system. 

3. The pressure regulator keeps the pressure drop across the injector fuel line and the intake 
manifold as constant. 

4 
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4. The fuel pump provides more fuel than the maximum required by the engine. Fuel not used 
by the engine is returned to the fuel tank by using pressure regulator. 

5. The diaphragm operated a valve which opens at a differential pressure between 2.0 and 3.5 
bar and allows excess fuel to return to the fuel tank. 

 c) What is meant by surface ignition in SI engine? 4 
  Answer: 

Surface ignition: Surface ignition is the ignition of the fuel-air mixture by a hot spot on the 
combustion chamber walls such as on overheated valve or spark plug or glowing combustion 
Chamber i.e. any means other than the normal spark discharge. Due to surface ignition a turbulent 
flame develop at each surface ignition locations and start propagates across the chamber in an 
analogous manner to what occurs in normal knock. 
 

 
4 

 d) Name the sensors which are placed at intake manifold ,throttle valve, water jacket and 
exhaust manifold.   4 

  Answer: ( 1 marks for each) 
Sensors: 
Intake manifolds:- Mass air flow sensor (MAF), Manifold absolute pressure sensor (MAP) 
Throttle valve:- Throttle position sensor (TPS) 
Water jacket:- Engine temperature sensor or coolant temperature sensor 
Exhaust manifolds: - Exhaust gas temperature sensor, Oxygen sensor (O2) 

      

 e) Draw neat sketch of pre-combustion chamber and name its parts. 4 
  Answer:(sketch:- 3 marks, name:- 1 mark) 

 
Fig. Pre-combustion chamber 

(credit should be give suitable sketch) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 
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 f) Describe air fuel- ratio requirements for diesel engines at no load to full load.  4 
  Answer: (Credit should be given to an equivalent answer) 

                  Irrespective of load at any given speed, an approximately constant supply of air enters 
the cylinder. With change in load, the quantity of fuel injected is changed varying the air fuel 
ratio.  
               The overall air fuel ratio thus varies from about 18:1 at full load to about 80:1 at no load. 
The diesel engine always designed to operate with an excess air of 15 to 40% depending upon the 
application 

 
 

       4 
 
 
 
 

 
  3  Attempt any FOUR:                               16 

 a) Compare SI and CI engine on the basis of compression ratio and supercharging. 4 
  Answer:(Each difference 2 marks) 

Parameter SI engine CI engine 
Compression ratio Compression ratio is low, about 

10:1 limited by detonation 
Compression ratio is 
higher, about 18:1 to 22:1 

Supercharging Limited by detonation ,used only 
in air craft engines 

Inherently suitable, widely 
used. Limited by blower 
power  and mechanical   
And thermal stresses 

 

 

    b) Write the function of Canister purge and EGR. 4 

  

 

 

2 
 
 
 
 
 
2 

 c) Why fuel does not explode even though fuel pump is fitted in the fuel tank itself. 4 

  Answer: 
          For the combustion/explosion to take place appropriate air fuel mixture and a source of 
ignition i.e. spark is required. The electric fuel pump is placed inside the fuel tank and is 
immersed in the fuel, Since there is no contact of air; No oxygen is available for it to burn i.e. 
appropriate air fuel mixture is not available. So fuel does not explode even though fuel pump is 
filled in the fuel tank itself. 

4 

 d) Write the function of high pressure accumulator. 4 

  Answer: ( Each Function 1Marks) 
High pressure accumulator:  
The function of high pressure accumulator is to  
1.Accumulate fuel supplied by the high pressure fuel pump  

4 
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2. Supply fuel through the high pressure lines to the individual injectors.  
3. It also dampens the fuel pressure fluctuation caused by high pressure pulses.  
4. To allow excess fuel to pass through fuel regulator when pressure increases above specified 
value. 

 e) Draw block diagram for EDC type fuel pump in diesel engine.  4 

  Answer: Block diagram for EDC type fuel pump in diesel engine 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4 
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OR 

 

 
Block diagram for EDC type fuel pump in diesel engine 

    f) Draw circuit diagram for diesel engine Glow plug. 4 

  Answer:(sketch:- 3 marks, name:- 1 mark) 

 

4 

4 A) Attempt any THREE: 12 

 a) Write the difference between LPG & CNG with respect to its calorific value, Compression 
ratio, air fuel ratio and octane rating 

4 

  Answer:(Each difference, 1 marks) 
Parameter LPG CNG 

Calorific value 46.1MJ/Kg or 
3.39MJ/ cu.m 

49 MJ/Kg 

Compression ratio 17:1 10:1 to 11:1 
Air fuel ratio Stichomythic air fuel ratio  

By mass:15.5:1 
By volume:23.9:1 

Stichomythic air fuel ratio  
By mass:17.2:1 
By volume:9.7:1 

Octane rating 111 130 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4 
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 b) Draw block diagram of LPG fuel supply system. 4 

  Answer: 

 

4 

 c) Explain Biodiesel fuel. Give any four applications. 4 

  Answer: (Explanation 2 Marks, Two Applications 2 marks) 
Biodiesel  diesel 
        Bio diesel is a vegetable oil or animal fat based diesel fuel. It consists of long chain alkyl 
esters.  It is made chemically reacting liquids with an alcohol. 
i) It is a renewable substitute fuel for petroleum diesel.  
ii) It has lower exhaust emissions  
iii) It is biodegradable fuel  
iv) It is non-toxic.  
v) It is free of sulphur and aromatics.  
vi) It is an environmentally friendly fuel that can be used in any diesel engine without      
modification. 
 
Applications  
1.Diesel Engines 
2.Common rail direct injection diesel engines 
3.Railway engines with blend(80% Petro diesel with 20% biodiesel) 
4.Generatore 
5.Air craft engines 
6.Heating oil in domestic commercial boiler 

2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
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 d) State the difference between turbocharger & VGT used in diesel engine. 4 

  Answer Difference between turbocharger and VGT (Any 4 points-1mark each)  
Sr. 
No. 

Parameter Turbocharger VGT 

1 Fuel efficiency Lower fuel efficiency as 
compared to VGT 

Improved fuel 
efficiency by20% 

2 Turbo-lag More Turbo-lag  Reduced Turbo-lag 
3 Power output Lower power output at 

lower speeds 
Higher  power output 
even  at lower speeds 

4 Boost pressure at low 
speed 

Low Adequate 

5 Boost pressure at high 
speeds 

Increased boost 
pressure, requires waste 
gate boost control 

It is not excessive so 
waste gate boost 
control is not required. 

6 Engine response Sluggish response at low 
speeds 

Quick responsive 
engine 

 

 
4 

 B) Attempt any ONE: 6 

 a) List any four advantages of CRDI system and write its operation. 6 

  Answer:(Any 4 advantages, 4 marks, Operation, 2 marks)  
Advantages of CRDI System:  
1. Deliver 25% more power and torque than the normal direct injection engine.  
2. Lower levels of noise and vibration.  
3. Lower emissions.  
4. Lower fuel consumption.  
5. Improved performance.  
6. Improved drivability  
 
Operation of CRDI system: 
High pressure pump provides high pressure fuel to the common rail. The common rail stores the 
fuel and maintains a constant pressure in the common rail line (approximately 1500 bars.). This 
pressure is continuously available at injectors.  
The injection pressure is independent of engine speed. The quantity of fuel injected in the 
combustion chamber is controlled by actuating solenoid valve in the injector. As solenoid is 
energized, injection begins. Injector pulse width, multiple injections and duration of injection – all 
are controlled by EDC of CRDI system.  
The system pressure is controlled by means of a pressure sensor. Pilot injection and possibly a 
second, third injection is achieved by repeatedly activating solenoid valve, whereas the injection 
rate can be modified by controlling the nozzle needle movement.  

 

 b) Write about need advantages and of limitation in Hybrid vehicles. 6 

  Answer:(Need 2 marks ,advantages, 2 marks, Limitations, 2 marks) 
Need of Hybrid Vehicle 
 1. To increase fuel efficiency. 
 2. To reduce gaseous emission. 
 3. To increase acceleration capability. 
 4. To reduce noise emission. 
 5. To reduce fuel consumption 

 
 
2 
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Advantages   
1. Environment friendly.  
2. Financial benefits.  
3. Less dependent on fissile fuels. 
4. Regenerative braking system. 
5. Built from light materials. 
 
Limitations. 
1. Less power. 
2. Can be expensive. 
3. Poorer handling. 
4. Higher maintenance cost. 

 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
2 

5  Attempt any TWO: 16 
 a) Draw P-Q diagram for stages of combustion in SI engine and write stages of combustion 

with its explanation. 
8 

  Answer:- (sketch:- 4 marks, explanation:- 4 marks)  

 
Fig. Stages of combustion in S I engine. 

The stages of combustion in S.I. engine: 
Stage I: Ignition Lag or Preparation Phase: 
It is a chemical process which depends on-nature of fuel, temperature & pressure, proportion of 
exhaust gas, rate of burning and temperature .It is the growth and development of a semi 
propagating nucleus of flame.(At the moment of spark discharge, the temperature exceeds 
10,000°C) 
i. At the end of this stage, the first rise of pressure (on indicator diagram) can be detected. It 

is the point where the line of combustion departs from the compression line. 
ii. The start of first stage is ignition of charge (a sufficiently homogeneous mixture of 

vaporized fuel, air & residual gases), leaving behind a thin thread of the flame. From this 
thin thread combustion spreads to envelop of mixture immediately surrounding it. 

Stage II: Propagation of flame: 
It is a simple, pure and mechanical process. The starting point of the second stage is where first 
measurable rise of pressure can be seen on the indicator diagram. i.e. the point where the line of 
the combustion departs from the compression line. During second stage, the flame spreads 

8 
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throughout the combustion chamber. The second stage ends as maximum pressure (on indicator 
diagram) is reached. 
Stage III: After burning. 
End of second stage means completion of flame travel. But it does not result in complete heat 
release (burning of fuel). Even after the passage of flame, some chemical adjustments continue 
throughout the expansion stroke- near the walls and behind the turbulent flame front. The rate of 
combustion reduces due to surface of the flame front becoming smaller and reduction in 
turbulence. 

 b) Compare sequential, continuous grouped and simultaneous methods of fuel injection. 8 

  Answer:- (Each method:- 2 mark) 
Sequential fuel injection (SFI):-Injection of fuel occurs at the same time for all cylinders every 
revolution of the crankshaft. Therefore, fuel is injected twice within each four-stroke cycle. The 
injection timing is fixed with respect to crank/ cam shaft position. 
Continuous injection:-This system usually has a rotary pump. The pump maintains a fuel line 
gauge pressure of about 0.75 to 1.5 bar. The system injects the fuel through a nozzle located in 
manifold Immediately downstream of the throttle plate. In supercharged engine, fuel is injected at 
the entrance of the supercharger. The timing and duration of the fuel injection is determined by 
ECU depending upon load and speed 
Grouped fuel injection:-The injectors are divided into two groups that are controlled separately. 
Each group injects once per four-stroke cycle. The offset between the groups is one crankshaft 
revolution. This arrangement allows. 
Simultaneous Injection: Injection of fuel occurs at the same time for all cylinders every 
revolution of the crankshaft. Therefore, fuel is injected twice within each four-stroke cycle. The 
injection timing is fixed with respect to crank/ cam shaft position. 

 
Fig. fuel injection stages:- 1)simultaneous injection 2) Group Injection 3) Sequential injection 
Note: Above diagram refers to the first three methods of injection, for continuous injection 
diagram is not needed) 

8 
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 c) How gasoline engine emission is controlled by engine design modification and treatment of 
exhaust gas? 

8 

  Answer: ( Methods:- 4 marks, exhaust gas treatment:- 4 marks) 
Methods used for controlling of gasoline engine emission by engine design modification are:- 

1. Use of leaner air-fuel ratios: The carburetor may be modified to provide relatively lean air 
fuel mixtures during idling and cruise operation. With this modification, idle speed needs to 
be increased to prevent stalling and rough idle. Fuel distribution is improved by better 
manifold design, Inlet air heating, raising of coolant temperature and use of electronic fuel 
injection system. 

2.  Retarding Ignition timing: The controls are designed to retard the spark timing at idle and 
providing normal spark advance during acceleration and cruising. Retarding spark reduces 
NOX. Emission. It also reduces HC emission. 

3. Modification of combustion chamber: Modification in combustion chamber is attempted 
to avoid flame quenching zones, resulting in HC emission. This includes reducing surface to 
volume ratio, reduced squish area, reduced deal space around piston ring and reduced 
distance of the top piston ring from the top of the piston. 

4. Lower compression ratio: The lower compression ratio reduces the quenching effect by 
reducing quenching area reducing HC. It also reduces NOX. Emission. Reducing 
compression ratio results in some loss of power and fuel economy. 

5. Reduced valve overlap: Increased valve overlap allows some mixture to escape directly to 
increase emission level. This can be controlled by reducing valve overlap. 

6.  Alterations in induction system: The supply of designed air fuel ratio to all cylinders 
under all operating conditions can be affected by alterations in induction. This includes inlet 
air heating, use of carburetor with closer tolerances and using special type of carburetors. 
This also includes fuel injection in manifold. 

Treatment of exhaust gas:- 
Catalytic converter Catalytic converter is used in a vehicle (exhaust system) to convert 
undesirable exhaust gases into harmless gases. As part of the exhaust system, it also helps reduce 
the noise level of the exhaust. The three-way or selective catalytic converter with lambda closed- 
loop control has proven to be an effective concept for exhaust –gas after treatment. It is capable of 
providing the required reduction of all three pollutants (NOx, CO and HC) The converter if 
operated at temperature of approx. 400…800°C, provided the engine is operated with a nearly 
stoichiometric mixture (λ= 0.99 to 1.) gives maximum conversion efficiency and extended 
Service life. 
Exhaust Gas Recirculation:- EGR System control by the ECM. A pressure sensor monitors the 
exhaust system pressure. The sensor signals this information to the ECM. The ECM sends the 
signal to electronic vacuum regulator valve (EVR) to open and close the EGR valve. Thus it 
controls the amount of exhaust gas recalculated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8 
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6  Attempt any FOUR:                                                                   16 

 a) Explain VVT mechanism and state any two advantages of it. 4 

  Answer: (Explain:- 2 marks, advantages:- 2 marks) 
Variable valve timing (VVT) is a system for varying the valve opening of an internal combustion 
engine. This allows the engine to deliver high power, but also to work tractably and efficiently at 
low power. There are many systems for VVT, which involve changing either the relative timing, 
duration or opening of the engine's inlet and exhaust valves. 
Cam changing VVT: 
Stage 1 (low speed): the 3 pieces of rocker arms moves independently. Therefore the left rocker 
arm, which actuates the left inlet valve, is driven by the low-lift left cam. The right rocker arm, 
which actuates the right inlet valve, is driven by the medium-lift right cam. Both cams' timing is 
relatively slow compare with the middle cam, which actuates no valve now. 
Stage 2 (medium speed): hydraulic pressure (painted orange in the picture) connects the left and 
right rocker arms together, leaving the middle rocker arm and cam to run on their own. Since the 
right cam is larger than the left cam, those connected rocker arms are actually driven by the right 
cam. As a result, both inlet valves obtain slow timing but medium lift. 
Stage 3 (high speed): hydraulic pressure connects all 3 rocker arms together. Since the middle 
cam is the largest, both inlet valves are actually driven by that fast cam. Therefore, fast timing and 
high lift are obtained in both valves 
 
Advantages of VVT    (Any two) 

1) It improves performance of an engine. 
2) It increases engine flexibility under different conditions. 
3) It improves fuel economy. 
4) It makes precise handling of engine valve. 
5) It lowers the exhaust emission. 
6) It increases torque. 

4 

 b) List any four parameters of improving fuel economy.  4 

  Answer: ( Any four :-1 mark for each) 
1. Use of multi-functional fuel additives will provide 3 to 4% fuel economy. 
2.  Good driving habits. 
3. Properly maintained fuel supply system. 
4. Use of computer controlled fuel injection system. 
5. Use of computer controlled ignition system. 
6. Use of higher voltage automotive electrical system (42 volts system).  

4 

 c) List down the pollutants from gasoline engine and diesel engine. 4 

  Answer:- ( ½ marks for each pollutants) 
Pollutants from gasoline engine:- 

1. Hydrocarbons. 
2. Carbon Monoxide. 
3. Carbon dioxide. 
4. Oxides of Nitrogen. 
5.  

 
2 
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Pollutants from diesel engine:- 
1. Hydrocarbons 
2. Carbon Monoxide. 
3. Carbon dioxide. 
4. Oxides of Nitrogen. 
5. Particulate matters. 

 
 
 
2 

 d) List out the methods for evaporation control and explain any one. 4 

  Answer:- ( List: 1 marks, explain:- 3 marks) 
 
Methods for evaporation control:- 

1. Charcoal Canister System  (for Fuel tank and carburetor float bowl emissions 

2. Positive Crankcase Ventilation (PCV) System (for crankcase emissions) 

1. Charcoal Canister System  (for Fuel tank and carburetor float bowl emissions) 

When the engine is running, stored fuel vapours in fuel tank are purged from the canister 
whenever the throttle has opened past the purge port and coolant temperature is above 54 °C. Fuel 
vapours flow from the high pressure area in the canister, past check valve in the canister, through 
the vacuum switching valve (ECM controlled- duty cycle controlled), to the low pressure area in 
the throttle body. ECM uses engine speed, intake air volume, coolant temperature, and oxygen 
sensor information to control EVAP operation. Atmospheric pressure is allowed into the canister 
through a filter located on the bottom of the canister. This ensures that the purge flow is 
constantly maintained whenever purge vacuum is applied to the canister. When coolant 
temperature falls below 35°C, the vacuum switching valve prevents purge from taking place by 
blocking the vacuum signal to the check valve at canister. Under other conditions, as fuel is 
drawn from the tank, a vacuum may be created in the tank. This is prevented by allowing 
atmospheric pressure to enter the tank through the check valve in the charcoal canister or fuel 
tank cap check valve. The EVAP system is designed to limit maximum vacuum and pressure in 
the fuel tank. 

 
Fig. Evaporative emission system(Charcoal Canister) 

 
Note: Equivalent credit shall be given to any other suitable diagram. 

 

 
 
 
 
   1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     3 
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OR 

2. Positive Crankcase Ventilation (PCV) System (for crankcase emissions) 
During normal compression stroke, a small amount of gases in the combustion chamber escapes 
past the piston. Approximately 70 % of these ‘blow-by’ gases are unburned fuel (HC) that can 
dilute and contaminate the engine oil, cause corrosion to critical parts, and contribute to sludge 
build up. At higher engine speeds, blow-by gases increase crankcase pressure that can cause oil 
leakage from sealed engine surfaces. The purpose of PCV system is to remove these harmful 
gases from the crankcase before damage occurs and combine them with the engine’s normal 
incoming air: fuel mixture. PCV system uses a variable flow PCV valve accurately matches 
ventilation flow with blow-by production characteristics. By accurately matching these two 
factors, crankcase ventilation performance is optimized, while engine performance and drivability 
remains unaffected. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    3 

 e) Write Bharat stage norms for the car which is manufactured in 2016 4 

  Answer:- Bharat stage norms for the car (Credit should be given to information in sentence 
format, mentioning Bharat stage norms being equivalent to corresponding Euro norms. Two / 
three rows need to be appearing for BS and Euro emission norms containing permissible levels of 
pollutants) 
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